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Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
I am going to make it on time to #MacroSW chat!

VirginiaLee LCSW @vleeLCSW
Hello Interesting topic #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Ready to #MacroSW! https://t.co/pEtU7xuaOE

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Please excuse the volume for the next hour - We'll be tweeting all through the #macroSW chat tonight! https://t.co/i5pHjSv9Zg

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Hello #MacroSW!! https://t.co/pXanHus1bn

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Join us tonight for #MacroSW chat at 9 pm ET with @nasw and @justiceforyouth on a newly released report on the fact black you…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@karenzgoda Hi @karenzgoda! Dogs instead of cats this week? #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Hello #MacroSW!! https://t.co/pXanHus1bn

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
@karenzgoda Hello. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
Hello everyone! #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight's chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAjb #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Tonight’s chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAjb #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Watching a very disappointing opening @BuffaloSabres game so trying to do some good engaging in #macrosw!

Karen 🍄 Zgoda @karenzgoda
If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xFFuu If you are new to Macro #socialwork, we have a FAQ too: https://t.co/bD9W3YApbv #MacroSW https://t.co/Q6JvRoY2tx

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @OfficialMacroSW: #MacroSW 10/4 at 9pm EST with NASW: The Color of Youth Transfer: Policy and Practice Recommendations https://t.co/wOwQ…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: If you are new to our Twitter chats, check out our FAQs here: https://t.co/Awcx7xFFuu If you are new to Macro #socialwork

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
Good evening! #MacroSW

Karen 🍄 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelHitchcock @porndaughter; our contributor is @AlyssaLotmore https://t.co/f9ppMIdT0k

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@1vet4vets Are you joining the #MacroSW chat right now? It's discussing just this issue.

Jill Pill @luvlaughterlife
RT @nasw: Join us tonight for #MacroSW chat at 9 pm ET with @nasw and @JusticeForyouth on a newly released report on the fact black you.

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
Hello again! Your social work student back to watch! #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
What's up #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
'I'll try to stay awake. Just got back from NYC #MacroSW

Erica Makowski @MakowskErica
RT @nasw: Join us tonight for #MacroSW chat at 9 pm ET with @nasw and @JusticeForyouth on a newly released report on the fact black you.

Karen 🍄 Zgoda @karenzgoda
Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Karen Zgoda, social worker, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW https://t.co/bGBIlkPubd

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelHitchcock @porndaughter; our…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Karen Zgoda, social worker, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW https://t.co/bGBIlkPu…
Abby @socialworknerd_
After a successful first day of fall break spent catching up on chores, I'm ready for the #MacroSW chat!

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@karenzgoda @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @porndaughter @AlyssaLotmore 🔥🔥🔥🔥 #MacroSW

Chloe @chloeyettru
Hi I am also a social work student, new to the chat! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Good evening, I'm Pat Shelly from @UBSSW and will be on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight. Welcome to our guests tonight, @nasw and @justiceforyouth ! #MacroSW

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
Hello again! Your social work student back to follow tonight! #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
I'm Abby, macro MSW student at UPenn! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Our gracious partner on the handle tonight is @PatShellySSW from @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/jT8HBc1gcZ

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
I'm Caitlin Beck, production associate at @SWpodcast #MacroSW!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
TRUTH. #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
Hi I'm Kristin. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: #1vet4vets Are you joining the #MacroSW chat right now? It's discussing just this issue.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @porndaughter: Hi I'm Kristin. #MacroSW

Stephen Koonz @StephenKoonz
@karenzgoda @SimmonsMSW Hi, I'm Stephen Koonz, social worker, educator, and podcaster #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@nancy_kusmaul Ooooh I like that theme! #MacroSW https://t.co/rpBnN0xOv4

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
Hi #macroww! I'm Nancy Kusmaul, assistant professor in the BSW program @umbc, part of @mdsocialwork, @UBSSW alum, and @UBittic a

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Hello everyone! #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SWpodcast: Good evening! #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
I'm Shimon. I teach at FIU School of Social Work & coordinate our BSSW Field program. Also do podcast called Doin The Work: Frontline Sto Social Change @DoinTheWorkPod #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: What's up #MacroSW

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
@OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW @nasw @justiceforyouth Hello, my name is Jeree Thomas. I am the Policy Director @justiceforyouth. I'm excit to be joining the conversation tonight. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW @nasw @justiceforyouth Hi Pat! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @SWpodcast Hi, Caitlin! #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@pomdaughter We got you. #MacroSW https://t.co/TzMclc6p90

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
@OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW @nasw @justiceforyouth RT @karenzgoda: What's up #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast @OfficialMacroSW Hello! #macrow

NASW @nasw
Thanks for allowing @nasw and @justiceforyouth join this great forum tonight #MacroSW https://t.co/WEY09OTTNH

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Special welcome to our students, educators, and practitioners tonight! #MacroSW

Virginia Lee LCSW @vleeLCSW
Virginia Lee, ACSW Hello everyone #macrow

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Good evening, I'm Pat Shelly from @UBSSW and will be on the @OfficialMacroSW handle tonight. Welcome to our gi ton…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW @BrookeeLeanne Hi, Brooke - From Oneonta? or another school? #macroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @lauriehitchcock @pomdaughter; our…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

@chloeyetru Welcome! What school do you attend? #macroSW

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @pomdaughter; our...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
Hello, I'm Eriel. #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@1vet4vets #MacroSW is a live Twitter chat that takes place from 9-10 ET on Thursday nights. You're welcome any time, but I thought tonight be of particular interest. You can access the questions and responses any time by using the #MacroSW hashtag.

NASW @nasw
Hi @Jeree_Thomas - Mel Wilson, social justice and human rights manager @nasw is also on the chat #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @socialworknerd_: After a successful first day of fall break spent catching up on chores, I'm ready for the #MacroSW chat!

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
Popping in to say hello! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@ShimonDCohen Hi Shimon #DoingTheWork #MacroSW

Ligaya Loyola @LigayaLoyola
RT @VilissaThompson: Popping in to say hello! #MacroSW https://t.co/sWBuNGek1H

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
For tonight's chat on The Color of Youth Transfer: Policy and Practice Recommendations (https://t.co/n5iZ03z9s) we are joined by special guest @NASW and @justiceforyouth #MacroSW https://t.co/XuMQjl1yOj

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @nasw: Join us tonight for #MacroSW chat at 9 pm ET with @nasw and @justiceforyouth on a newly released report on the fact black youth...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nancy_kusmaul @UMBC @mdsocialwork @UBSSW @UBittic Good to see you Nancy! #MacroSW

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
@OfficialMacroSW Currently finishing up my bachelors at Oneonta this semester, and the next game plan is earning my MSW. #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @ShimonDCohen Hi Shimon #DoingTheWork #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: I'm Shimon. I teach at FIU School of Social Work & coordinate our BSSW Field program. Also do podcast called Doin' The Work...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Hi @Jeree_Thomas - Mel Wilson, social justice and human rights manager @nasw is also on the chat #MacroSW
https://t.co/DeJJANprx

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @karenzgoda: For tonight's chat on The Color of Youth Transfer: Policy and Practice Recommendations (https://t.co/n5lZO03z9s) we are j

@mizz_picklezz 🏳️‍🌈 @mizzpicklezz
RT @JoThoHalloran: @1vet4vets #MacroSW is a live Twitter chat that takes place from 9-10 ET on Thursday nights. You're welcome any time bu…

Karen 👑 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @socialworknerd_: I’m Abby, macro MSW student at UPenn! #MacroSW

Karen 👑 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SWpodcast: I’m Caitlin Beck, production associate at @SWpodcast #MacroSW!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Jeree_Thomas @UBSSW @nasw @justiceforyouth We're so glad you could be a guest expert tonight, Jeree! #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@karenzgoda @SimmonsMSW Hi, I'm John Halloran. I'm a professor of social work at @LewisUniversity, where I study the intersection of law, social work in child welfare courts. #MacroSW

Karen 👑 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StephenKoonz: @karenzgoda @SimmonsMSW Hi, I'm Stephen Koonz, social worker, educator, and podcaster #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: @OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW @nasw @justiceforyouth Hello, my name is Jeree Thomas. I am the Policy Director @justiceforyouth…

Karen 👑 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: Hi #macrosw! I'm Nancy Kusmaul, assistant professor in the BSW program @umbc, part of @mdsocialwork, @UBSSW alum, and @…

RovingSocialWorker 🛶 @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: For tonight's chat on The Color of Youth Transfer: Policy and Practice Recommendations (https://t.co/n5lZO03z9s) we are j

Karen 👑 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: I’m Shimon. I teach at FIU School of Social Work & coordinate our BSSW Field program. Also do podcast called Doin’ Wor…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Thanks for allowing @nasw and @justiceforyouth join this great forum tonight #MacroSW https://t.co/WEY09OTTNH

RovingSocialWorker 🛶 @Travel_MSW
((only)) 13 minutes late #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nasw @justiceforyouth It's a privilege to have you join us- #MacroSW
mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@OfficialMacroSW Hi it's Adrienne. LMSW and #UBSSW 2017 alum #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Special welcome to our students, educators, and practitioners tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/CXd63jQWTA

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
It's great to see so many familiar faces tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/sPSFL3ylL8

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jeree_Thomas: @OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW @nasw @justiceforyouth Hello, my name is Jeree Thomas. I am the Policy Director @justiceforyouth...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Thanks for allowing @nasw and @justiceforyouth join this great forum tonight #MacroSW https://t.co/WEY09OTTNH

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @vleeLCSW: Virginia Lee, ACSW Hello everyone #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WrightEriel: Hello, I'm Eriel. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @1vet4vets #MacroSW is a live Twitter chat that takes place from 9-10 ET on Thursday nights. You're welcome any time bu...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Hi @Jeree_Thomas - Mel Wilson, social justice and human rights manager @nasw is also on the chat #MacroSW https://t.co/DeJfJANprx

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @VilissaThompson: Popping in to say hello! #MacroSW https://t.co/sWBuNGek1H

mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@Jeree_Thomas @OfficialMacroSW @UBSSW @nasw @justiceforyouth Thank you for hanging out with us #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@karenzgoda Great topic (they all are) & home chillin watching my NE Patriots while on the #MacroSW chat! Good times!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @SimmonsMSW Hi, I'm John Halloran. I'm a professor of social work at @LewisUniversity, where I study int...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Special welcome to our of our biggest fans! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @OfficialMacroSW Hi it's Adrienne. LMSW and #UBSSW 2017 alum #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@WrightEriel Hello, Eriel. - from sunny California? #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: #MacroSW is a live Twitter chat that takes place from 9-10 ET on Thursday nights. You're welcome any time bu…

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: Thanks for allowing @nasw and @justiceforyouth join this great forum tonight #MacroSW https://t.co/WEY09OTTNH

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Hi @Jeree_Thomas - Mel Wilson, social justice and human rights manager @nasw is also on the chat #MacroSW https://t.co/DeJUANprx

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
Let's get this show started. 😊 #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
@karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/IHElGrjyVx

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@VilissaThompson Hey partner - Hi, Vilissa! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@ShimonDCohen Technically a #BillsMafia fan until they win the Super Bowl! #MacroSW https://t.co/wnTFGdKCxF

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: For tonight's chat on The Color of Youth Transfer: Policy and Practice Recommendations (https://t.co/n5lZO03z9s) we are j…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MillennialSWC: Let's get this show started. 😊 #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
Good evening & thanks for joining @justiceforyouth and @nasw for this Twitter chat on our new report, The Color of Youth Transfer: Policy an Practice Recommendations #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@BrookeeeLeanne Good to hear! #MSW is a great degree! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @SimmonsMSW Hi, I'm John Halloran. I'm a professor of social work at @LewisUniversity, where I study int…

Kea @johnnykilroy1
#macrowsw hi my name is DeAngelo MSW student in Michigan

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@karenzgoda @ShimonDCohen I'm in Bill's Recovery therapy #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: ((only)) 13 minutes late #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Good evening & thanks for joining @justiceforyouth and @nasw for this Twitter chat on our new report, The Color of Youth Transf…

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @nasw: Good evening & thanks for joining @justiceforyouth and @nasw for this Twitter chat on our new report, The Color of Youth Transf…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Good evening & thanks for joining @justiceforyouth and @nasw for this Twitter chat on our new report, The Color of Youth Transf…

Eric Wanzel @eric_wanzel
Back after a few months away from chat - public health SWer #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@mizzpicklezz Good to see you again, Adrienne - #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @OfficialMacroSW Hi it's Adrienne. LMSW and #UBSSW 2017 alum #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @SimmonsMSW Hi, I'm John Halloran. I'm a professor of social work at @LewisUniversity, where I study int…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: It's great to see so many familiar faces tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/sPSFL3ylL8

Stephen Richards @Stephen64872755
Hello @OfficialMacroSW I am Stephen Richards, Sociology student at SUNY Oneonta and am new to the chat! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/IHElGrjyVx

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Please watch @NASW for research & policy notes on tonight's topic. #MacroSW https://t.co/uisSAE4UVz

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MillennialSWC: Let's get this show started. 😄 #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @eric_wanzel: Back after a few months away from chat - public health SWer #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@eric_wanzel Welcome back to #MacroSW!

Dream: `I can see in your eyes` @theholysecret
RT @nasw: Good evening & thanks for joining @justiceforyouth and @nasw for this Twitter chat on our new report, The Color of Youth Transf…
Eric Wanzel @eric_wanzel
Tagging @KingCountyZYD #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
Hello! Erin representing ITTIC tonight. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@karenzgoda @ShimonDCohen Patience is a virtue.... #MacroSW #CubsFanTerritory

NASW @nasw
This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and other races: https://t.co/asVRXt3Lb1 #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer https://t.co/kwcqfTKRh

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Good evening & thanks for joining @justiceforyouth and @nasw for this Twitter chat on our new report, The Color of Youth Transfer…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Please watch @NASW for research & policy notes on tonight's topic. #MacroSW https://t.co/uisSAE4UVz

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@mizzpicklezz @ShimonDCohen I mean... #MacroSW https://t.co/acb9PtpSRA

Kevin Campbell @familyfinders
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@johnnykilroy1 Hi, Kea! #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
This practice is firmly rooted in our nation's racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social workers have soluti #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer https://t.co/xZiMaeNEYW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o…

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation's racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@Stephen64872755 We love newbies - hope this will not be your first and last #MacroSW chat!

NASW @nasw
The practice of putting Black youth in adult courts and jails has an insidious, devastating impact on Black youth and the nation’s Black commu #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/dEhopVJqaH

RovingSocialWorker 👮 @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o…
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Please watch @NASW for research & policy notes on tonight's topic. #MacroSW https://t.co/uiSAE4UVz

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @nasw: Good evening & thanks for joining @justiceforyouth and @nasw for this Twitter chat on our new report, The Color of Youth Transfer

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo...

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: @mizzpicklezz @ShimonDCohen I mean... #MacroSW https://t.co/acb9PtpSRA

NASW @nasw
We want to share our report findings with you and talk about ways we can address this issue #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

Kim Allen @K_imbo
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
Oh hey all, tuning in a bit late! I'm Christina Marsh school social worker & @UBSSW alumna #macrosw

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo...

Kim Allen @K_imbo
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q1: What factors contribute to Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @karenzgoda: Please watch @NASW for research & policy notes on tonight's topic. #MacroSW https://t.co/uiSAE4UVz

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: @mizzpicklezz @ShimonDCohen I mean... #MacroSW https://t.co/acb9PtpSRA

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo...

NASW @nasw
Joining us on this discussion are @Jeree_Thomas , policy director @justiceforyouth & Mel Wilson, social justice and human rights manager @ #MacroSw #ColorofYouthTransfer https://t.co/LHR6mYyPwR
Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @karenzgoda: For tonight's chat on The Color of Youth Transfer: Policy and Practice Recommendations (https://t.co/n5lZO03z9s) we are j

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: The practice of putting Black youth in adult courts and jails has an insidious, devastating impact on Black youth and the nation’…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: We want to share our report findings with you and talk about ways we can address this issue #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation's racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Joining us on this discussion are @Jeree_Thomas, policy director @justiceforyouth & Mel Wilson, social justice and human right:

Stephen Richards @Stephen64872755
@OfficialMacroSW Certainly won't, thank you for having me! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker 🏬 @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: The practice of putting Black youth in adult courts and jails has an insidious, devastating impact on Black youth and the nation’…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation's racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: We want to share our report findings with you and talk about ways we can address this issue #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

RovingSocialWorker 🏬 @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: We want to share our report findings with you and talk about ways we can address this issue #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Stephen64872755: @OfficialMacroSW Certainly won't, thank you for having me! #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker 🏬 @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: Joining us on this discussion are @Jeree_Thomas, policy director @justiceforyouth & Mel Wilson, social justice and human right:

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation's racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo…

mizz_picklezz 🍂 @mizzpicklezz
@nasw Slave codes commodified black bodies. These same ideals is what drives the school to prison pipeline and the perceptions that black youths are inherently criminal #MacroSW
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: What factors contribute to Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSW
#ColorofYouthTransfer…

NASW @nasw
Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/JWO8fQCa4M

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great accounts to follow! #MacroSW

Vilissa Thompson @VilissaThompson
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: The practice of putting Black youth in adult courts and jails has an insidious, devastating impact on Black youth and the nation’…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: We want to share our report findings with you and talk about ways we can address this issue #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

NASW @nasw
Black youth are 53.1% of youth transferred for person offenses despite the fact that black and white youth make up an equal percentage of yo charged with person offenses #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Kristin B. Frazee @porndaughter
RT @nasw: Joining us on this discussion are @Jeree_Thomas , policy director @justiceforyouth & Mel Wilson, social justice and human right:

zepolista @zepolista
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Stephen64872755: Hello @OfficialMacroSW I am Stephen Richards, Sociology student at SUNY Oneonta and am new to the chat! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
A1 #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: What factors contribute to Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSW
#ColorofYouthTransfer…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: Hello! Erin representing ITTIC tonight. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Slave codes commodified black bodies. These same ideals is what drives the school to prison pipeline and the pe
ITTIC @UBittic
A1: Failure to know how trauma impacts the life of a child—brain development—impacting hyper arousal, learning and self-control, https://t.co/22Pzm0ZzCQ #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknnerd_
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: Oh hey all, tuning in a bit late! I’m Christina Marsh school social worker & @UBSSW alumna #macroww

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Black youth are 53.1% of youth transferred for person offenses despite the fact that black and white youth make up an equal perc

Kea @johnnykilroy1
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Black youth are 53.1% of youth transferred for person offenses despite the fact that black and white youth make up an equal perc

NASW @nasw
This unfairness is rooted in our nation’s racist past and have been compounded over time #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/8DOjPl2TcS

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: Black youth are 53.1% of youth transferred for person offenses despite the fact that black and white youth make up an equal perc

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A1: Failure to know how trauma impacts the life of a child—brain development—impacting hyper arousal, learning and self-contr...

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation’s racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Joining us on this discussion are @Jeree_Thomas, policy director @justiceforyouth & Mel Wilson, social justice and human right...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: This unfairness is rooted in our nation’s racist past and have been compounded over time #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW http:

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Slave codes commodified black bodies. These same ideals is what drives the school to prison pipeline and the pe

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Q1: What factors contribute to Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: The practice of putting Black youth in adult courts and jails has an insidious, devastating impact on Black youth and the nation’…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o…

NASW @nasw
Our brief dives into the historical context of racial terror inflicted on black communities that has shaped the foundation of systemic policies, pra and procedures that compound this disproportionality #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Black youth are 53.1% of youth transferred for person offenses despite the fact that black and white youth make up an equal perc

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Special welcome to our students, educators, and practitioners tonight! #MacroSW https://t.co/CXd63jQWTA

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
A1: number 1 factor is totally different application of so-called justice towards communities of color vs. white communities. @chrishayes really into this in A Colony in a Nation - it's social control masquerading as safety #MacroSW

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @karenzgoda Q1: What factors contribute to Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransfer

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A1: Failure to know how trauma impacts the life of a child- brain development- impacting hyper arousal, learning and self-contr…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A1: Failure to know how trauma impacts the life of a child- brain development- impacting hyper arousal, learning and self-contr…

Sean Erreger, LCSW @StuckonSW
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Our #MacroSW chat partners are @VilissaThompson @UBSSW @acosaorg @SunyaFolayan @poliSW @laurelhitchcock @pomdaughter; our…

Lynn Raye @lynnrayeofsun
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouth
Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
A1a: The adultification of black youth is deeply rooted in American culture. There have been several recent reports about how black children are viewed as less innocent than their peers. https://t.co/K7FP4S98tW & https://t.co/OWIBePHbkd #TheColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
A1: for one, unconscious bias that leads adults to thinking non-white children appear older than they are --- #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Our gracious partner on the handle tonight is @PatShellySSW from @UBSSW #MacroSW https://t.co/T8HBc1gcZ

Lynn Raye @lynnrayeofsun
RT @nasw: Black youth are 53.1% of youth transferred for person offenses despite the fact that black and white youth make up an equal perc

ITTIC @UBittic
A1: Courts quick to reprimand delinquent behavior but not address roots to the behavior, such as potential exposure to trauma. https://t.co/22Pzm0ZzCQ #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouthTransfer

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Exactly. #MacroSW

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
RT @UBittic: A1: Failure to know how trauma impacts the life of a child- brain development- impacting hyper arousal, learning and self-contr...

VirginiaLee LCSW @vleeLCSW
T1 #macrosw Statutory Exclusions , Judicial Waiver and Prosecutions Discretions in 12 states

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Slave codes commodified black bodies. These same ideals is what drives the school to prison pipeline and the pe

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: The practice of putting Black youth in adult courts and jails has an insidious, devastating impact on Black youth and the nation’...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@karenzgoda @nasw The idea that black youths are inherently flawed and are criminals. This idea is prevalent today it can at 'best' lead to ja as an adult at worst lead to death #MacroSW ..

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: Black youth are 14% of the nation’s youth population but 47% of youth transferred to adult court by juvenile judges #ColorofYouthTransfer

NASW @nasw
Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were jailed for petty offfor trumped offenses such as loitering and their labor exploited #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @porndaughter: I am going to make it on time to #MacroSW chat!

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: Black youth are 53.1% of youth transferred for person offenses despite the fact that black and white youth make up an equal perc

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Less than 1 hour to #MacroSW!! https://t.co/RosbOle1N

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Exactly. #MacroSW https://t.co/WGWHUxTdaF

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 #MacroSW https://t.co/znyNyUczK0

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: A1: Courts quick to reprimand delinquent behavior but not address roots to the behavior, such as potential exposure to trauma...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: Let's start w/ introductions. I'm Karen Zgoda, social worker, Instructor @SimmonsMSW #swtech #MacroSW https://t.co/bGBiBkPu...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
#overpolicing #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Travel_MSW: A1: for one, unconscious bias that leads adults to thinking non-white children appear older than they are --- #ColorofYouth

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @UBittic: A1: Failure to know how trauma impacts the life of a child - brain development - impacting hyper arousal, learning and self-contr...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: number 1 factor is totally different application of so-called justice towards communities of color vs. white communit...

Kea @johnnykilroy1
RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1a: The adultification of black youth is deeply rooted in American culture. There have been several recent reports abo...

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: This unfairness is rooted in our nation's racist past and have been compounded over time #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW http:

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @vleeLCSW: T1 #macrosw Statutory Exclusions , Judicial Waiver and Prosecutions Discretions in 12 states

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: number 1 factor is totally different application of so-called justice towards communities of color vs. white communit...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Slave codes commodified black bodies. These same ideals is what drives the school to prison pipeline and the pe
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Our brief dives into the historical context of racial terror inflicted on black communities that has shaped the foundation of sys...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Exactly. #MacroSW https://t.co/WGWHxTdaF

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @vleeLCSW: T1 macrosw Statutory Exclusions , Judicial Waiver and Prosecutions Discretions in 12 states

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1a: The adultification of black youth is deeply rooted in American culture. There have been several recent reports abo...

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
A1b: Black youth are more likely to be referred to law enforcement from their schools. https://t.co/hNchfYKfBH and more likely to be over polic #TheColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSw

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@nasw We’ve gotta talk about voter disenfranchisement & the connection with Black youth being charged with felonies #Florida #yeson4 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw The idea that black youths are inherently flawed and are criminals. This idea is prevalent today it ca...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Our brief dives into the historical context of racial terror inflicted on black communities that has shaped the foundation of sys...

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
A1 It seems criminal law and procedure works well for a strawman. #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
A1: Some states set a lower age for youth to be tried as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/5MOQtNTWqY

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: This unfairness is rooted in our nation’s racist past and have been compounded over time #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSw http:

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 #MacroSw https://t.co/znyNyUczK0

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #overpolicing #MacroSw https://t.co/EopAzPLUj

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @UBittic: A1: Failure to know how trauma impacts the life of a child- brain development- impacting hyper arousal, learning and self-contr...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: @nasw We’ve gotta talk about voter disenfranchisement & the connection with Black youth being charged with felonies
# Flor

**Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas**

A1c: Individual and systemic racism are compounded by historical and social narratives about black children and adults. #TheColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**

RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1b: Black youth are more likely to be referred to law enforcement from their schools. https://t.co/hNchfYKfBH and more

**NASW @nasw**

A1: In other states prosecutors and judges have the discretion to try youth as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSw

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**

Reposting the direct link to the report: https://t.co/WSpbdi73zk #MacroSW #ColorOfYouthTransfer

**Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul**

RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja...

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**

RT @SWpodcast: A1 It seems crminal law and procedure works well for a strawman. #MacroSW

**amalind @Amacutnso**

RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o...

**Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis**

RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: number 1 factor is totally different application https://t.co/Njk5dRpu9a #macrosw

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**

RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: number 1 factor is totally different application of so-called justice towards communities of color vs. white communit.

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**

RT @nasw: A1: Some states set a lower age for youth to be tried as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW #MacroSW

https://t.co/5MOQtNTWqY

**#mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz**

@nasw Black people were jailed because that's what the laws allowed. To be black and free was to be criminal. Free blacks were not receiv...

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**

RT @Jeree_Thomas: The adultification of black youth is deeply rooted in American culture. There have been several recent reports abo...

**NASW @nasw**

In the study @justiceforyouth and @nasw looked at the rate of black youth who were sent to adult courts in Oregon, Florida and Missouri, thre...

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**

RT @Travel_MSW: A1: for one, unconscious bias that leads adults to thinking non-white children appear older than they are --- #ColorOfYouth

ITTIC @UBittic
A1: To note-Adolescents may have difficulty assisting their attorneys because court procedures can lead children to believe that adults are not trustworthy or safe. https://t.co/AOYyU2JP #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A1: Courts quick to reprimand delinquent behavior but not address roots to the behavior, such as potential exposure to trauma... 3 h

Kristin B. Frazees @porndaugher
A1: African Americans more likely to get caught in the cycle of poverty and addiction. #macrosw 3 h

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @vlee LCSW: T1 #macrosw Statutory Exclusions, Judicial Waiver and Prosecutions Discretions in 12 states 3 h

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: Our brief dives into the historical context of racial terror inflicted on black communities that has shaped the foundation of sys... 3 h

C Danette Wilson @cdanettewg
RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja... 3 h

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1b: Black youth are more likely to be referred to law enforcement from their schools. https://t.co/Nc/1YKBH and more 3 h

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@nasw NYS finally got #RaiseTheAge into effect on Monday 10-1! #MacroSW 3 h

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @ShimonDCohen: A1: number 1 factor is totally different application of so-called justice towards communities of color vs. white communit. 3 h

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1c: Individual and systemic racism are compounded by historical and social narratives about black children and adults 3 h

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: A1: Some states set a lower age for youth to be tried as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/SMQINTwqY 3 h

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A1: In other states prosecutors and judges have the discretion to try youth as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW 3 h

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
https://t.co/2eotvBa3w #macrosw 3 h

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Reposting the direct link to the report: https://t.co/WSpbdi73zk #MacroSW #ColorOfYouthTransfer https://t.co/vN160leTwH 3 h

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1c: Individual and systemic racism are compounded by historical and social narratives about black children and adults 3 h

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: A1: In other states prosecutors and judges have the discretion to try youth as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW 3 h
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Black people were jailed because that's what the laws allowed. To be black and free was to be criminal. Free black... 

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Reposting the direct link to the report: https://t.co/WSpbdj73zk #MacroSW #ColorOfYouthTransfer https://t.co/vN16oleTwh 

NASW @nasw
In Oregon, while black youth are 2.3 percent of the state's population, they are 15.8 percent of youth transferred to adult court in 2017 #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/1Wqv5d409L 

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @VivianiGoris Viewing children of color as "mature," for their age, and... https://t.co/UpIlWpqZ6l #macrosw 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: In the study @justiceforyouth and @nasw looked at the rate of black youth who were sent to adult courts in Oregon, Florida and... 

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1c: Individual and systemic racism are compounded by historical and social narratives about black children and adults 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A1: Also to note-Adolescents may have difficulty assisting their attorneys because court procedures can lead children to belie... 

Abby @socialworknerd_ 
RT @Travel_MSW: A1: for one, unconscious bias that leads adults to thinking non-white children appear older than they are --- #ColorofYouth 

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #ColorofYouthTransfer 

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul 
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1b: Black youth are more likely to be referred to law enforcement from their schools. https://t.co/hNchfYKBFH and more 

Abby @socialworknerd_ 
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw The idea that black youths are inherently flawed and are criminals. This idea is prevalent today it ca... 

Abby @socialworknerd_ 
RT @nancy_kusmaul: #overpolicing #MacroSW https://t.co/EopAzPLJUj 

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran 
@karenzgoda @nasw A1.1: Clearly, there are many factors (institutional racism!), but I want to focus on the relative weakness of juvenile cou... 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 
@UBittic Good point. #MacroSW 

Tracye Polson @polsonforjackson
RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja... 

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW 
RT @porndaughter: A1: African Americans more likely to get caught in the cycle of poverty and addiction. #macrosw
John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@karenzgoda @nasw A1.2: #MacroSW advocacy should focus on the protection of childhood as a space that requires developmentally approc intervention. Juvenile courts should lose some discretion in order to be more protective of that space.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @LynnDDavis: RT @VivianiGoris Viewing children of color as "mature," for their age, and... https://t.co/UpIIWpqZ6l #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklez: @karenzgoda @nasw The idea that black youths are inherently flawed and are criminals. This idea is prevalent today it ca

NASW @nasw
In Florida, although black youth make up just 21 percent of the youth population, they accounted for 67.7 percent of youth transferred to adult in 2016 #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/sEbSpVlrVk

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nancy_kusmaul: https://t.co/l2eotvBa3w #macrosw

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @karenzgoda Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #ColorofYouthTra

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: In Oregon, while black youth are 2.3 percent of the state’s population, they are 15.8 percent of youth transferred to adult court...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A1: Also to note-Adolescents may have difficulty assisting their attorneys because court procedures can lead children to belie...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1b: Black youth are more likely to be referred to law enforcement from their schools. https://t.co/hNchfYKfBH and more

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LynnDDavis: RT @VivianiGoris Viewing children of color as "mature," for their age, and... https://t.co/UpIIWpqZ6l #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @nasw We’ve gotta talk about voter disenfranchisement & the connection with Black youth being charged with felonies #Flor...

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SWpodcast: A1 It seems cryminal law and procedure works well for a strawman. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: In the study @justiceforyouth and @nasw looked at the rate of black youth who were sent to adult courts in Oregon, Florida and M

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @ShimonDCohen: @nasw We’ve gotta talk about voter disenfranchisement & the connection with Black youth being charged with felonies
Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
It's considered “for safety” but for whom? Mass incarceration has been supported by both political parties. See Bill Clinto & Joe Biden backed Bill #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A1: Some states set a lower age for youth to be tried as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/SMOQINTWqY

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: A1: Some states set a lower age for youth to be tried as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/SMOQINTWqY

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1c: Individual and systemic racism are compounded by historical and social narratives about black children and adults

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
@karenzgoda @nasw A1: on an institutional level - a lack of black representation among police, attorneys, judges, and juries. #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A1.1: Clearly, there are many factors (institutional racism!), but I want to focus on the relative we...

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: A1: In other states prosecutors and judges have the discretion to try youth as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A1: In other states prosecutors and judges have the discretion to try youth as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1c: Individual and systemic racism are compounded by historical and social narratives about black children and adults

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A1.1: Clearly, there are many factors (institutional racism!), but I want to focus on the relative we...

RovingSocialWorker @Travel_MSW
RT @nasw: In Florida, although black youth make up just 21 percent of the youth population, they accounted for 67.7 percent of youth transf...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklez: @nasw Black people were jailed because that's what the laws allowed. To be black and free was to be criminal. Free blac...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: In the study @justiceforyouth and @nasw looked at the rate of black youth who were sent to adult courts in Oregon, Florida and...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A1.2: #MacroSW advocacy should focus on the protection of childhood as a space that requires developm...

NASW @nasw
Missouri is one of the first states to urge judges to consider racial disparities before transferring youth to adult courts #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/wYviJaWGi7

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Black people were jailed because that's what the laws allowed. To be black and free was to be criminal. Free black...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: It's considered "for safety" but for whom? Mass incarceration has been supported by both political parties. See Bill Clin...

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A1: Also to note-Adolescents may have difficulty assisting their attorneys because court procedures can lead children to belie...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw A1: on an institutional level - a lack of black representation among police, attorneys, judges, and juries.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: It's considered "for safety" but for whom? Mass incarceration has been supported by both political parties. See Bill Clin...

RovingSocialWorker 🚶️♂️ @Travel_MSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #ColorofYouthT...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw A1: on an institutional level - a lack of black representation among police, attorneys, judges, and juries.

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @UBittic: A1: Also to note-Adolescents may have difficulty assisting their attorneys because court procedures can lead children to belie...

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @porndaughter: A1: African Americans more likely to get caught in the cycle of poverty and addiction. #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Missouri is one of the first states to urge judges to consider racial disparities before transferring youth to adult courts #Colo...

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @nasw NYS finally got #RaiseTheAge into effect on Monday 10-1! #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @LynnDDavis: RT @karenzgoda Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #Colo...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Black people were jailed because that's what the laws allowed. To be black and free was to be criminal. Free blac...

Karen ♥️ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nancy_kusmaul: https://t.co/I2eotvBa3w #macrosw

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #ColorofYouthTr...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: In Florida, although black youth make up just 21 percent of the youth population, they accounted for 67.7 percent of youth transferred to adult courts.

NASW @nasw
Still in 2016, black youth in Missouri made up 14.8 percent of the youth population age 10 to 17, but 72 percent of youth that judges referred to adult courts, even though they accounted for 40 percent of youth charged with felony offenses. #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Still in 2016, black youth in Missouri made up 14.8 percent of the youth population age 10 to 17, but 72 percent of youth that judges referred to adult courts.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A1.2: #MacroSW advocacy should focus on the protection of childhood as a space that requires development.

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @nasw: Missouri is one of the first states to urge judges to consider racial disparities before transferring youth to adult courts. #ColorofYouthTransfer

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A1.2: #MacroSW advocacy should focus on the protection of childhood as a space that requires development.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: In Oregon, while black youth are 2.3 percent of the state’s population, they are 15.8 percent of youth transferred to adult courts.

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @nasw: In Oregon, while black youth are 2.3 percent of the state’s population, they are 15.8 percent of youth transferred to adult courts.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Missouri is one of the first states to urge judges to consider racial disparities before transferring youth to adult courts.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Still in 2016, black youth in Missouri made up 14.8 percent of the youth population age 10 to 17, but 72 percent of youth that judges referred to adult courts.

NASW @nasw
A2: This egregious practice has had a tragic effect on Black youth and Black communities. #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW
https://t.co/BLUkXjVKOC

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @nasw: In Florida, although black youth make up just 21 percent of the youth population, they accounted for 67.7 percent of youth transferred to adult courts.

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
Q2a: As highlighted in our report and @AryaNeelum report #GettingtoZero, youth in adult jails are more likely to commit suicide and be sexually abused than their peers in the juvenile justice system. https://t.co/eUEAD9eEh4 #TheColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
@karenzgoda @nasw Q2: Take a look at our prison system now. It creates that and damages the upcoming generation as many are funneled straight into prison. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A2: This egregious practice has had a tragic effect on Black youth and Black communities. #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
A2: Research shows adult courts and jails are no place for children #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
A1. There has been a racial inequality system when it comes to sentencing black juvenile. The lack of knowledge, economic factors often hinder ability to hire an attorney or bail sometimes making it difficult to get the appropriate defense. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2a: As highlighted in our report and @AryaNeelum report #GettingtoZero, youth in adult jails are more likely to commit

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@karenzgoda @nasw A2. The effects are devastating. Youths being sentenced as adults can lead to depression and suicide. Youths can also being conditioned to be ‘better’ criminals from being exposed to adult offenders #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking through the conseuqences of their actions #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/jnuhJfYqtf

jennyluna @jennylu33782645
Hello, I am a BSW student at Long Beach State University. I am new to this chat! #MacroSW

Stephen Koonz @StephenKoonz
Incarceration increases the risk of recidivism and cuts youth off from important social bonds. It decreases opportunities or employment and success across the lifespan #MacroSW

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
Q2b: Prosecuting youth as adults also negatively impacts communities, because these youth are more likely to recidivate because they have not received the supports, treatment, and services they need to be successful. https://t.co/4R3RvhBebD #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Lots of great information being shared tonight! If you miss any tweets this chat will be archived and available later tonight. #MacroSW https://t.co/UiNyXFwX2j

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: Still in 2016, black youth in Missouri made up 14.8 percent of the youth population age 10 to 17, but 72 percent of youth that ju...

ITTIC @UBittic
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o...

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2a: As highlighted in our report and @AryaNeelum report #GettingtoZero, youth in adult jails are more likely to commit

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw A2. The effects are devastating. Youths being sentenced as adults can lead to depression and suic Y...

NASW @nasw
A2: Youth involved in the justice system are more likely to have mental health needs & suffered trauma #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @jennylu33782645: Hello, I am a BSW student at Long Beach State University. I am new to this chat! #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw A2. The effects are devastating. Youths being sentenced as adults can lead to depression and suic Y...

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking throu...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @jennylu33782645 Welcome to #MacroSW!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: In Oregon, while black youth are 2.3 percent of the state’s population, they are 15.8 percent of youth transferred to adult court...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: Still in 2016, black youth in Missouri made up 14.8 percent of the youth population age 10 to 17, but 72 percent of youth that ju...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A1.1: Clearly, there are many factors (institutional racism!), but I want to focus on the relative we...

NASW @nasw
A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult jails #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A1.2: #MacroSW advocacy should focus on the protection of childhood as a space that requires develop...

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @Jeree_Thomas Q2a: As highlighted in our report and @AryaNeelum report … https://t.co/7ZW2nNBhLL #macrosw

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking throu...

ëniddlepicklezz @mizzpicklezz
@WrightEriel The racial inequities are a direct result of systemic racism, oppression and the slave history of African Americans in the US #Ma

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2b: Prosecuting youth as adults also negatively impacts communities, because these youth are more likely to recidiv...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Yikes. #MacroSW

Eric Wanzel @eric_wanzel
A2: Downstream effects are huge - from housing options, employment, family disruptions et al #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: A2: Youth involved in the justice system are more likely to have mental health needs & suffered trauma #ColorofYouthTransfer #IV
Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nasw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j…

NASW @nasw
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2b: Prosecuting youth as adults also negatively impacts communities, because these youth are more likely to recidiv…

VirginiaLee LCSW @vleeLCSW
T2 #macrosw Mental Health Issues, Re offend, More inclined on Psychiatric Medications, Trauma, and Abuse or Neglects.

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
@karenzgoda @nasw Q2: we talk about the traumatic effects of the family separation at the border - what about familial separation as a result of youth incarceration?? It creates the same cognitive damage #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
THIS. #MacroSW

Chloe @chloeyettru
RT @nasw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
A1: Historical Slave Codes/plantation slave patrols which are the forerunners of the modern day police; implied belief Black ppl are still not considered fully human; hypersexualized myths about the Black body; ideas suggesting we are to be patrolled, not protected... #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw A1: on an institutional level - a lack of black representation among police, attorneys, judges, and juries.

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @WrightEriel The racial inequities are a direct result of systemic racism, oppression and the slave history of African A…

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Lifetime as "marked" - impact on development, safety, community, worldview, power, the list goes on and on. I hope everyone checks out @Justice_Podcast #MacroSW @ClintSmithIII I think you would like this chat

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @Jeree_Thomas Q2b: Prosecuting youth as adults also negatively impacts... https://t.co/efQ1eoOEC3 #macrosw

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Missouri is one of the first states to urge judges to consider racial disparities before transferring youth to adult courts #Colo…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Still in 2016, black youth in Missouri made up 14.8 percent of the youth population age 10 to 17, but 72 percent of youth that ju…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @karenzgoda: Yikes. #MacroSW https://t.co/ssT4k4chIB

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@nasw I'm sure that @ClarkMPeters has pretty deep insights on that. #MacroSW
Themes for Q1: Racism: structural - historical- current; more punitive rather than rehabilitative attitudes; criminalization of black youth #MacroSW

**Abby @socialworknerd_**
RT @eric_wanzel: A2: Downstream effects are huge - from housing options, employment, family disruptions et al #MacroSW https://t.co/CSGHfAC...

**NASW @nasw**
Absolutely! Thanks for making this point @mizzpicklezz #MacroSW

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Black people were jailed because that's what the laws allowed. To be black and free was to be criminal. Free black...

**VirginiaLee LCSW @veelCSW**
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking through...

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw Q2: Take a look at our prison system now. It creates that and damages the upcoming generation as most f...

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @Jeree_Thomas: A1c: Individual and systemic racism are compounded by historical and social narratives about black children and adults

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**
RT @WrightEriel: A1.There has been a racial inequality system when it comes to sentencing black juvenile. The lack of knowledge, economic...

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @Stephen64872755 We love newbies - hope this will not be your first and last #MacroSW chat!

**#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW**
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw A2: The effects are devastating. Youths being sentenced as adults can lead to depression and suic Y...

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @karenzgoda @ShimonDCohen Patience is a virtue.... #MacroSW #CubsFanTerritory

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @OfficialMacroSW: @mizzpicklezz Good to see you again, Adrienne - #MacroSW

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
#BlackLivesMatter #BLM #MacroSW #ColorOfYouthTransfer

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/IHElGrjyVx

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @nancy_kusmaul: @karenzgoda #MacroSW https://t.co/IHElGrjyVx

**Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda**
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2a: As highlighted in our report and @AryaNeelum report #GettingtoZero, youth in adult jails are more likely to commit...

**Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan**
RT @OfficialMacroSW: A1 #MacroSW https://t.co/znyNylUczK0
Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
#endcashbail #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw Q2: Take a look at our prison system now. It creates that and damages the upcoming generation as m...

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
@chloeyettru This is very true #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A2: Research shows adult courts and jails are no place for children #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@eric_wanzel A2. The family disruptions are particularly remarkable because a youth being removed and sentenced like an adult ruins what c have been a supportive family dynamic #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StephenKoonz: Incarceration increases the risk of recidivism and cuts youth off from important social bonds. It decreases opportunities..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @WrightEriel: A1. There has been a racial inequality system when it comes to sentencing black juvenile. The lack of knowledge, economic

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2b: Prosecuting youth as adults also negatively impacts communities, because these youth are more likely to recidival

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
@mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw Yes! I think this is so important. Once they're a part of the system they learn how to survive in a high cri environment rather than really taking a look at the underlying issues and being able to rehabilitate. They're being set up for failure #MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q1: Racism: structural - historical- current; more punitive rather than rehabilitative attitudes; criminal...

SB @AvantGarde
RT @nasw: Join us tonight for #MacroSW chat at 9 pm ET with @nasw and @justiceforyouth on a newly released report on the fact black you

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Absolutely! Thanks for making this point @mizzpicklezz #MacroSW https://t.co/Jo8cPK9Zji

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q1: Racism: structural - historical- current; more punitive rather than rehabilitative attitudes; criminal...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Lots of great information being shared tonight! If you miss any tweets this chat will be archived and available later tonig...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: THIS. #MacroSW https://t.co/2kYb3onOw1
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @asw: A2: Youth involved in the justice system are more likely to have mental health needs & suffered trauma #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2b: Prosecuting youth as adults also negatively impacts communities, because these youth are more likely to recidival

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: 80% of young people who have been arrested report exposure to at least one traumatic incident, most exposed to multiple types of trauma; PTSD found in justice-involved youth. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: Lifetime as “marked” - impact on development, safety, community, worldview, power, the list goes on and on. I hope evi

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1: Historical Slave Codes/plantation slave patrols which are the forerunners of the modern day police; implied belief Bl.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: THIS. #MacroSW https://t.co/2kYb3onOw1

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @asw Q2: we talk about the traumatic effects of the family separation at the border - what about familial sepa

Finchysong @Finchysong1
RT @asw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@BrookeeLeanne @karenzgoda @asw And many of these young people come out of these environments with PTSD from the experience...#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@jennylu33782645 @karenzgoda Welcome; glad you could join us! #MacroSW

Karen ♥ Zgoda @karenzgoda
Waiting until I get 100 mentions to check them. 😞 #MacroSW https://t.co/Hbn9tCTd0Z

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @asw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @eric_wanzel: A2: Downstream effects are huge - from housing options, employment, family disruptions et al #MacroSW https://t.co/CSGHfAC...

Karen ♥ Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @asw A2. The effects are devastating. Youths being sentenced as adults can lead to depression and suic...

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
A2: Until mid 20s that prefrontal cortex is still developing so that includes young adults #macroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @WrightEriel The racial inequities are a direct result of systemic racism, oppression and the slave history of African A…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking throu…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StephenKoonz: Incarceration increases the risk of recidivism and cuts youth off from important social bonds. It decreases opportunities..

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw Q2: we talk about the traumatic effects of the family separation at the border - what about familial separ

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2b: Prosecuting youth as adults also negatively impacts communities, because these youth are more likely to recidival

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @karenzgoda: THIS. #MacroSW https://t.co/2kYb3onOw1

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal thoughts, 17% worry about not having enough food/housing, 30% worried not loved. https://t.co/iAOYkYU2JP #MacroSW

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
@karenzgoda @nasw A2: Institutionalized, missed time with family, limited social skills, if you’re a felon you can’t vote. #MacroSW
https://t.co/ThaYULDlZO

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A2: Youth involved in the justice system are more likely to have mental health needs & suffered trauma #ColorofYouthTransfer

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @ShimonDCohen: Lifetime as “marked” - impact on development, safety, community, worldview, power, the list goes on and on. I hope ev

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @mizzpicklezz: @WrightEriel The racial inequities are a direct result of systemic racism, oppression and the slave history of African A…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q1: Racism: structural - historical- current; more punitive rather than rehabilitative attitudes; criminal…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @StephenKoonz: Incarceration increases the risk of recidivism and cuts youth off from important social bonds. It decreases opportunities..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A2: Youth involved in the justice system are more likely to have mental health needs & suffered trauma #ColorofYouthTransfer

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @ShimonDCohen: #endcashbail #MacroSW https://t.co/WJhYqcX8Jl
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking throu...

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel A2. The family disruptions are particularly remarkable because a youth being removed and sentenced li...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw A2. The effects are devastating. Youths being sentenced as adults can lead to depression and suic...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @WrightEriel The racial inequities are a direct result of systemic racism, oppression and the slave history of African A...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @WrightEriel: A1. There has been a racial inequality system when it comes to sentencing black juvenile. The lack of knowledge, economic...

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @UBittic: A2: 80% of young people who have been arrested report exposure to at least one traumatic incident, most exposed to multiple δj

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @eric_wanzel: A2: Downstream effects are huge - from housing options, employment, family disruptions et al #MacroSW https://t.co/CSGHfAC...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @WrightEriel The racial inequities are a direct result of systemic racism, oppression and the slave history of African A...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A2: Research shows adult courts and jails are no place for children #ColorOfYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Yikes. #MacroSW https://t.co/ssT4k4chIB

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Yikes. #MacroSW https://t.co/ssT4k4chIB

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @eric_wanzel: A2: Downstream effects are huge - from housing options, employment, family disruptions et al #MacroSW https://t.co/CSGHfAC...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q2a: As highlighted in our report and @AryaNeelum report #GettingToZero, youth in adult jails are more likely to commit...

joelsjerven @joelsjerven
RT @UBittic: A1: Courts quick to reprimand delinquent behavior but not address roots to the behavior, such as potential exposure to trauma...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @L_Natzel @karenzgoda @nasw Yes and new “family” gets created on the inside #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw Q2: we talk about the traumatic effects of the family separation at the border - what about familial sepa...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A2: This egregious practice has had a tragic effect on Black youth and Black communities #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW http

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
👍👍👍 #MacroSW

Eric Wanzel @eric_wanzel
A2b: creates multi-generational disruptions - increased ACEs etc #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1: Historical Slave Codes/plantation slave patrols which are the forerunners of the modern day police; implied belief Bl.

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @SunyaFolayan: A1: Historical Slave Codes/plantation slave patrols which are the forerunners of the modern day police; implied belief Bl.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MillennialSWC: @karenzgoda @nasw A2: Institutionalized, missed time with family, limited social skills, if you’re a felon you can’t vot…

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: Lifetime as “marked” - impact on development, safety, community, worldview, power, the list goes on and on. I hope evi

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal thoughts

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @karenzgoda: #BlackLivesMatter #BLM #MacroSW #ColorOfYouthTransfer https://t.co/Djdd2Tadti

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@SunyaFolayan (Hi Sunya!) #MacroSW

tiff ⚫ @tiffortiz_xo
#MacroSW Hi @OfficialMacroSW Im Tiffani, a Sociology student at SUNY Oneonta & I’m new to the chat! #macroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: Lifetime as “marked” - impact on development, safety, community, worldview, power, the list goes on and on. I hope evi

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
Sad truth RT @mizzpicklezz @BrookeeeLeanne @karenzgoda @nasw many of these young people come out of these environments with PT #macrowsw

Karen 🌹 Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q1: Racism: structural - historical- current; more punitive rather than rehabilitative attitudes; criminal…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MarshAlesia: A2: Until mid 20s that prefrontal cortex is still developing so that includes young adults #macroSW https://t.co/qkJpbfwp…
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @nasw I'm sure that @ClarkMPeters has pretty deep insights on that. #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @eric_wanzel: A2: Downstream effects are huge - from housing options, employment, family disruptions et al #MacroSW https://t.co/CSGHfAC...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Absolutely! Thanks for making this point @mizzpicklezz #MacroSW https://t.co/jo8cPK9Zji

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel A2. The family disruptions are particularly remarkable because a youth being removed and sentenced like i

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: 80% of young people who have been arrested report exposure to at least one traumatic incident, most exposed to multiple t]

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @BrookeeLeanne: @mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw Yes! I think this is so important. Once they're a part of the system they learn ho

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: #endcashbail #MacroSW https://t.co/WJhYqcX8Jl

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A2: 80% of young people who have been arrested report exposure to at least one traumatic incident, most exposed to multiple t]

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
Woot! RT @tiffortiz_xo #MacroSW Hi @OfficialMacroSW Im Tiffani, a Sociology student at SUNY Oneonta & I'm new to the chat! #macroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @UBittic: A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal thoughts

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @BrookeeLeanne @karenzgoda @nasw And many of these young people come out of these environments with PTSD f the experi...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel A2. The family disruptions are particularly remarkable because a youth being removed and sentenced like i

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @BrookeeLeanne: @mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw Yes! I think this is so important. Once they're a part of the system they learn ho

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @BrookeeLeanne: @mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw Yes! I think this is so important. Once they're a part of the system they learn ho

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel A2. The family disruptions are particularly remarkable because a youth being removed and sentenced like i
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A2: 80% of young people who have been arrested report exposure to at least one traumatic incident, most exposed to multiple

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @LynnDDavis: Sad truth RT @mizzpicklezz @BrookeeeLeanne @karenzgoda @nasw many of these young people come out of these environments with...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: #endcashbail #MacroSW https://t.co/WJhYqcX8Jl

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal thoughts

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MillennialSWC: @karenzgoda @nasw A2: Institutionalized, missed time with family, limited social skills, if you’re a felon you can’t vot...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MarshAlesia: A2: Until mid 20s that prefrontal cortex is still developing so that includes young adults #macroSW https://t.co/qkJpbfwp...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking throu...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: @L_Natzel @karenzgoda @nasw Yes and new “family” gets created on the inside #MacroSw

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #ColorofYouthTr...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A2b: creates multi-generational disruptions - increased ACEs etc #MacroSW https://t.co/j9czU75Kd4

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @karenzgoda: Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #ColorofYouthTr...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @eric_wanzel: A2b: creates multi-generational disruptions - increased ACEs etc #MacroSW https://t.co/j9czU75Kd4

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal tho...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @tiffortiz_xo: #MacroSW Hi @OfficialMacroSW Im Tiffani, a Sociology student at SUNY Oneonta & I'm new to the chat! #macroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel A2. The family disruptions are particularly remarkable because a youth being removed and sentenced like a criminal "presume" an increase in trauma.

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@tiffortiz_xo @OfficialMacroSW Welcome to #MacroSW!

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@mizzpicklezz @eric_wanzel As you’ve mentioned, it’s all a continuation of historical trauma & part of white supremacy. This all has to be discussed in the context of white supremacist ideology. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @eric_wanzel: A2b: creates multi-generational disruptions - increased ACEs etc #MacroSW https://t.co/j9czU75Kd4

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: 👏👏👏 MacroSW https://t.co/dFDA9D4942

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q2: The Omnibus Crime Bill meant many of us lost family members and friends to "the system" for minor offenses. The context is critical. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @MillennialSWC: @karenzgoda @nasw A2: Institutionalized, missed time with family, limited social skills, if you’re a felon you can’t vote... #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @karenzgoda: #BlackLivesMatter #BLM #MacroSW #ColorOfYouthTransfer https://t.co/Djdd2Tadti

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @nasw: Absolutely! Thanks for making this point @mizzpicklezz #MacroSW https://t.co/jo8cPK9Zji

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: Lack of linkage to trauma-specific EBP—w/o supports and resources, uneducated youth face further adversities such as poverty, unemployment, and ongoing justice system involvement. https://t.co/22Pzm0ZzCQ #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@tiffortiz_xo Glad to have the Oneonta contingent showing so strongly tonight! Welcome, Tiff! #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q2: The Omnibus Crime Bill meant many of us lost family members and friends to "the system" for minor offenses. The context is critical. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @MarshAlesia: A2: Until mid 20s that prefrontal cortex is still developing so that includes young adults #macroSW https://t.co/qkJpbfwp...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q2: The Omnibus Crime Bill meant many of us lost family members and friends to "the system" for minor offenses. The context is critical. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: @mizzpicklezz @eric_wanzel As you’ve mentioned, it’s all a continuation of historical trauma & part of white supremac

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karengzoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/1bzL3fPS9a

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @karengzoda: Q1: What factors contribute to Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSW #ColorOfYouthTransf...

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @L_Natzel: @karengzoda @nasw A1: on an institutional level - a lack of black representation among police, attorneys, judges, and juries.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A2: Lack of linkage to trauma-specific EBP-w/o supports and resources, uneducated youth face further adversities such as poverty

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: Lack of linkage to trauma-specific EBP-w/o supports and resources, uneducated youth face further adversities such as poverty

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @karengzoda: Q2: What are the effects of Black youth being prosecuted and incarcerated as adults? @nasw #MacroSw #ColorofYouthTransf...

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @L_Natzel: @karengzoda @nasw Q2: Take a look at our prison system now. It creates that and damages the upcoming generation as much as f...

@simplyjade_x
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, notably thinking through...

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @L_Natzel: @karengzoda @nasw Q2: we talk about the traumatic effects of the family separation at the border - what about familial separa...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karengzoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/1bzL3fPS9a

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @SunyaFolayan: Q2: The Omnibus Crime Bill meant many of us lost family members and friends to "the system" for minor offenses. The contin...

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @ShimonDCohen: @L_Natzel @karengzoda @nasw Yes and new “family” gets created on the inside #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: Failing to acknowledge brain development and the impact of trauma - children prosecuted as adults have greater recidivism rates https://t.co/4OYkYU2JP #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @UBittic: A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal thoughts

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: Failing to acknowledge brain development and the impact of trauma - children prosecuted as adults have greater recidivism.

jennyluna @jennylu33782645
A1: Minority disparities within family environment and community due to already being placed in a low socioeconomic status. #MacroSW

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @UBittic: A2: Lack of linkage to trauma-specific EBP w/o supports and resources, uneducated youth face further adversities such as poverty.

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @UBittic: A2: Failing to acknowledge brain development and the impact of trauma - children prosecuted as adults have greater recidivism.

ITTIC @UBittic
A2: Children are resilient, healing happens with exposure and involvement of positive adults - not as possible with incarceration. https://t.co/22Pzm0ZzCQ #MacroSW

jennyluna @jennylu33782645
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel A2. The family disruptions are particularly remarkable because a youth being removed and sentenced like an adult.

annie vox @anhedonicblonde
RT @MarshAlesia: A2: Until mid 20s that prefrontal cortex is still developing so that includes young adults #macroSW https://t.co/qkJpbfwp…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

jennyluna @jennylu33782645
RT @UBittic: A2: 80% of young people who have been arrested report exposure to at least one traumatic incident, most exposed to multiple.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @jennylu33782645: A1: Minority disparities within family environment and community due to already being placed in a low socioeconomic.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A2: Children are resilient, healing happens with exposure and involvement of positive adults - not as possible with incarceration.

Kiva A. Fisher-Green @MsKiva1971
RT @nasw: Still in 2016, black youth in Missouri made up 14.8 percent of the youth population age 10 to 17, but 72 percent of youth that ju…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes for Q2: Trauma, family separation, suicide, sexual assault, future of diminished employment, housing, social bonds. Higher recidivism. Perpetration of racist biases. #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: This practice is firmly rooted in our nation's racist past but fortunately youth advocates such as #justiceforyouth and social wo…

@mizz_picklezz 🍄 @mizzpicklezz
@ShimonDCohen @eric_wanzel Incarceration of black youth as a function of white supremacy should be a part of the convo. Because white supremacist ideology is STILL influencing policy and how black youths are being treated TODAY. #MacroSW

Kiva A. Fisher-Green @MsKiva1971
RT @nasw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/owzEhj1dgM

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A2: Children are resilient, healing happens with exposure and involvement of positive adults- not as possible with incarceration...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @jennylu33782645: A1: Minority disparities within family environment and community due to already being placed in a low socioeconomic...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: #MacroSW https://t.co/owzEhj1dgM

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Please be sure to use #MacroSW in your tweets so we can see them! https://t.co/vWgSPu06FB

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A2: Failing to acknowledge brain development and the impact of trauma- children prosecuted as adults have greater recidivism r

Kiva A. Fisher-Green @MsKiva1971
RT @nasw: A2: Brain development of youth is markedly different from adults and they are more prone to risk taking, not fully thinking throughout.

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
Just realized I didn't introduce myself. Returning to the chat after a long hiatus! Thinking about returning for my M.Div/M.S.S.W #macrosw

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q2: Trauma, family separation, suicide, sexual assault, future of diminished employment, housing, social l

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: This report looks at the awful practice of Black youth being sent to adult courts and jails at far higher rates than whites and o...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @ShimonDCohen @eric_wanzel Incarceration of black youth as a function of white supremacy should be a part of the comm... Be...

NASW @nasw
A2: @nasw is also concerned that Black youth in adult jails are put in solitary confinement, which can cause significant emotional and psychol damage not to mention raise the chance they will die by suicide #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Please be sure to use #MacroSW in your tweets so we can see them! https://t.co/vWgSPu06FB

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @mizzpicklezz: @ShimonDCohen @eric_wanzel Incarceration of black youth as a function of white supremacy should be a part of the comm... Be...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LynnDDavis: Just realized I didn't introduce myself. Returning to the chat after a long hiatus! Thinking about returning for my M.Div./...

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q2: Trauma, family separation, suicide, sexual assault, future of diminished employment, housing, social l

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: Blacks have also traditionally been terrorized by the justice system. For instance, after the Civil War newly free blacks were ja...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A2: @nasw is also concerned that Black youth in adult jails are put in solitary confinement, which can cause significant emotiona.

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
#MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Q3: How can social workers address the root causes of racial and ethnic disparities for youth transferred to the adult system @nasw #MacroS #ColorofYouthTransfer https://t.co/WWqYf6H8O9

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @ShimonDCohen @eric_wanzel Incarceration of black youth as a function of white supremacy should be a part of the com. Be...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q2: Trauma, family separation, suicide, sexual assault, future of diminished employment, housing, social l

Kea @johnnykilroy1
RT @nasw: A2: Youth in the juvenile justice system, no matter what race, need rehabilitation and treatment services not provided in adult j...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: #MacroSW https://t.co/bhrVWe2cpd

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
@LynnDDavis Good to have you back with us, Lynette! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A2: @nasw is also concerned that Black youth in adult jails are put in solitary confinement, which can cause significant emotiona.

NASW @nasw
A2: We also have a separate brief that looks at the dangers of solitary confinement and how social workers can address this issue: https://t.co/Vd6HDUOwcx #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A2: We also have a separate brief that looks at the dangers of solitary confinement and how social workers can address this issue...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: How can social workers address the root causes of racial and ethnic disparities for youth transferred to the adult syst...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A2: We also have a separate brief that looks at the dangers of solitary confinement and how social workers can address this issu...

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @karenzgoda: Q3: How can social workers address the root causes of racial and ethnic disparities for youth transferred to the adult syst...

Abby @socialworknerd_  
RT @UBittic: A2: Children are resilient, healing happens with exposure and involvement of positive adults- not as possible with incarceration.

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen  
@mizzpicklezz @eric_wanzel Exactly! #MacroSW https://t.co/yeOHSCouXo

Abby @socialworknerd_  
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q2: Trauma, family separation, suicide, sexual assault, future of diminished employment, housing, social

Abby @socialworknerd_  
RT @mizzpicklezz: @ShimonDCohen @eric_wanzel Incarceration of black youth as a function of white supremacy should be a part of the conversation.

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel  
RT @karenzgoda: Please be sure to use #MacroSW in your tweets so we can see them! https://t.co/vWgSPu06FB

I. Lin Bailey @ILinBailey  
RT @UBittic: A2: Children are resilient, healing happens with exposure and involvement of positive adults- not as possible with incarceration.

I. Lin Bailey @ILinBailey  
RT @UBittic: A2: Failing to acknowledge brain development and the impact of trauma- children prosecuted as adults have greater recidivism.

I. Lin Bailey @ILinBailey  
RT @UBittic: A2: Lack of linkage to trauma-specific EBP-w/o supports and resources, uneducated youth face further adversities such as poverty.

Abby @socialworknerd_  
RT @nasw: A2: We also have a separate brief that looks at the dangers of solitary confinement and how social workers can address this issue.

Eric Wanzel @eric_wanzel  
Agree - king county’s (wa) equity and social justice plan is to be applauded- we lead with race (we’re not perfect by any means) #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda  
#MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen  
RT @nasw: A2: We also have a separate brief that looks at the dangers of solitary confinement and how social workers can address this issue.

jennyluna @jennylu33782645  
A2: Effects include adding and building to the notion that Black youths should be prosecuted in such ways. In no way will it help differentiate youth and adult actions/ prosecution standards. #MacroSW

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas  
Q3a: Social workers can lead organizations and state coalitions to get rid of laws that push youth into the adult criminal justice system like my @MMistrett and my colleague, Tracey Tucker. https://t.co/hQ3BQMz83V #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul  
RT @eric_wanzel: Agree - king county’s (wa) equity and social justice plan is to be applauded- we lead with race (we’re not perfect by any...
#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
#MacroSW - yikes I even forgot the #!

NASW @nasw
A3: We believe intentional advocacy and transformative thinking by social workers, attorneys, youth advocates, and system leaders can begin redress this issue in states across the country #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
RT @jennylu33782645: A2: Effects include adding and building to the notion that Black youths should be prosecuted in such ways. In no way

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q3a: Social workers can lead organizations and state coalitions to get rid of laws that push youth into the adult crimina..

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @jennylu33782645: A2: Effects include adding and building to the notion that Black youths should be prosecuted in such ways. In no way

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A3: We believe intentional advocacy and transformative thinking by social workers, attorneys, youth advocates, and system leade

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@karenzgoda @nasw A3: One of the single biggest macro positions that SW could take to end this kind of disparity would be a focused atten reclaim probation as a domain of social work. #MacroSW

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @karenzgoda A3: How can social workers address the root causes of racial… https://t.co/Qz1hhTmRNI #macrosw

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
A3 we have to have an analysis of white supremacy. Otherwise well intentioned efforts can reinforce oppression. #MacroSW

jennyluna @jennylu33782645
RT @nasw: A2: @nasw is also concerned that Black youth in adult jails are put in solitary confinement, which can cause significant emotiona.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A3: We believe intentional advocacy and transformative thinking by social workers, attorneys, youth advocates, and system leade

NASW @nasw
A3: Contact your local, state and county and city council members and let them know about the importance of keeping all youth, an especially of color, out of the adult criminal justice system #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/4DfbE0qpvv

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q3a: Social workers can lead organizations and state coalitions to get rid of laws that push youth into the adult crimina..

jennyluna @jennylu33782645
RT @nasw: A3: We believe intentional advocacy and transformative thinking by social workers, attorneys, youth advocates, and system leade

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @LynnDDavis: RT @karenzgoda Q3: How can social workers address the root causes of racial… https://t.co/Qz1hhTmRNI #macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: One of the single biggest macro positions that SW could take to end this kind of disparity would be:...

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
RT @nasw: A2: We also have a separate brief that looks at the dangers of solitary confinement and how social workers can address this issue...#MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A3: Contact your local, state and county and city council members and let them know about the importance of keeping all youth, especially youth of color, out of confinement.

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3 we have to have an analysis of white supremacy. Otherwise well intentioned efforts can reinforce oppression. #MacroSW...

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@nasw More MSW/JDs in juvenile courts, please! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Q3a: Social workers can lead organizations and state coalitions to get rid of laws that push youth into the adult criminal justice system.

NASW @nasw
A3: Advocate for prosecutors to adopt transparent procedures around the decision to transfer youth to adult courts ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW https://t.co/g5zQ2UF3g9

Any Dad In America @AnyDadInAmerica
@L_Natzel @karenzgoda @nasw What about Family Separation as a result of an outdated Family Court system? When did 4 nights a month become ok, and why does NASW oppose Shared Parenting legislation? #MacroSW https://t.co/8HTzeKJEjO

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
Dr. Joseph Richardson and Dr. Christopher St. Vil: Who Shot Ya?: A Novel Hospital-Based Violence Intervention Program https://t.co/FXDSjHVWRx #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@OfficialMacroSW #MacroSW https://t.co/cYP8IRUnIo

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@karenzgoda @nasw There needs to be more pathways into #MacroSW many schools focus on clinical careers which I understand. But there are many of us, myself included, who are challenged at finding the right paths into a #MacroSW career

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
@karenzgoda @nasw A3: we need to understand how a country founded on oppression of PoC at every turn continues to profit off that oppression today...and then work to undo it in every facet possible. Education, advocacy, policy change, etc. #macroSW

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
@karenzgoda @nasw A3: first they can place social workers within police departments! #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
A3: Collaborate with community to build family involvement to aid in growth in the child especially after exposure to trauma. https://t.co/22Pzm0ZzCQ #MacroSW

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: we need to understand how a country founded on oppression of PoC at every turn continues to profit off that oppression today...and then work to undo it in every facet possible. Education, advocacy, policy change, etc. #macroSW
Chloe @chloeyetru
Solitary confinement isn't the way to rehabilitate youth, not even close. #MacroSW

Stephen Koonz @StephenKoonz
A3: Interact with court system, promote diversion programs, and advocate for solid front door assessment protocols. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: we need to understand how a country founded on oppression of PoC at every turn continues to pro off...

ITTIC @UBittic
A3: Note and educate on the impact of historical trauma and intergenerational trauma & the impact on future generations, & impact of ACE's on witness violence witness- incarceration, etc. #macrow #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
One of our state partners, @NJPCYJI released a report in May “The Solitary Confinement of Youth with Mental Health Disabilities in NJ’s Adult Prison System https://t.co/v2UlijHutw #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A3: Advocate for prosecutors to adopt transparent procedures around the decision to transfer youth to adult courts #ColorofYouth

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw There needs to be more pathways into #MacroSW many schools focus on clinical careers which I understand...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @nasw More MSW/JDs in juvenile courts, please! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
#MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A3: Contact your local, state and county and city council members and let them know about the importance of keeping all youth, a

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @SWpodcast: Dr. Joseph Richardson and Dr. Christopher St. Vil: Who Shot Ya?: A Novel Hospital-Based Violence Intervention Program h

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3 we have to have an analysis of white supremacy. Otherwise well intentioned efforts can reinforce oppression. #MacroSW...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3 we have to have an analysis of white supremacy. Otherwise well intentioned efforts can reinforce oppression. #MacroSW...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: A3 we have to have an analysis of white supremacy. Otherwise well intentioned efforts can reinforce oppression. #MacroSW

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
RT @nasw A3: Contact your local, state and county and city council members … https://t.co/Y9VnSvQukp #macrosw

NASW @nasw
A3: Urge lawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth prosecuted, sentenced and incarcerated as adults #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A3: Advocate for prosecutors to adopt transparent procedures around the decision to transfer youth to adult courts #ColorofYouthTransfer

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: One of the single biggest macro positions that SW could take to end this kind of disparity would be…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @eric_wanzel: Agree - king county’s (wa) equity and social justice plan is to be applauded- we lead with race (we’re not perfect by any…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jeree_Thomas: One of our state partners, @NJPCYJI released a report in May "The Solitary Confinement of Youth with Mental Health Disabi…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A3: Note and educate on the impact of historical trauma and intergenerational trauma & the impact on future generations, & imp…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @eric_wanzel: Agree - king county’s (wa) equity and social justice plan is to be applauded- we lead with race (we’re not perfect by any…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: One of the single biggest macro positions that SW could take to end this kind of disparity would be…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: One of the single biggest macro positions that SW could take to end this kind of disparity would be…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A3: Collaborate with community to build family involvement to aid in growth in the child especially after exposure to trauma.…

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@karenzgoda @nasw Social work as a profession, we need to be more intentional about recruiting, retaining and assisting those who want a #MacroSW career. I think that's one place to start

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @chloeyettru: Solitary confinement isn’t the way to rehabilitate youth, not even close. #MacroSW https://t.co/bvpWzgWgmc

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @UBittic: A3: Collaborate with community to build family involvement to aid in growth in the child especially after exposure to trauma….

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @AnyDadInAmerica: @L_Natzel @karenzgoda @nasw What about #FanilySeparation as a result of an outdated #FamilyCourt system? V did 4 n…
Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @SWpodcast: Dr. Joseph Richardson and Dr. Christopher St. Vl: Who Shot Ya?: A Novel Hospital-Based Violence Intervention Program

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
RT @chloeyettru: Solitary confinement isn’t the way to rehabilitate youth, not even close. #MacroSW https://t.co/bvWzgWgmC

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A3: Urge lawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth pros...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw There needs to be more pathways into #MacroSW many schools focus on clinical careers which I understand...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: we need to understand how a country founded on oppression of PoC at every turn continues to pro off...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer https://t.co/bSvX...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
That path often zig-zags. Find your #MacroSW place in practice and bring your expertise and knowledge!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @L_Natzel: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: we need to understand how a country founded on oppression of PoC at every turn continues to pro off...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw Social work as a profession, we need to be more intentional about recruiting, retaining and assistin...

NASW @nasw
A3: Require more social workers be part of defense team of juveniles. Social workers can propose treatment and sentencing options instead c courts and jails #ColorofYouthTransfer #MacroSW

jennyluana @jennylu33782645
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q2: Trauma, family separation, suicide, sexual assault, future of diminished employment, housing, social t

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: A3: Collaborate with community to build family involvement to aid in growth in the child especially after exposure to trauma....

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@nasw Or social workers can become the legislators #MacroSW 🙌

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A3: Urge lawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth pros...
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: That path often zig-zags. Find your #MacroSW place in practice and bring your expertise and knowledge! https://t.co/FWULbY8…

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer https://t.co/bSvX…

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: One of the single biggest macro positions that SW could take to end this kind of disparity wou…

Eric Wanzel @eric_wanzel
Out here jobs that directly effect policy and #MacroSW around this tend to be dominated by MPHs not MSWs…

NASW @nasw
A3: Social workers can also research and develop community-based alternatives to incarceration for youth sent to adult courts #ColorofYouthTransferSocial #MacroSW https://t.co/hLq0d8C53u

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw You’re absolutely correct. Even in program that are clinical there needs to be a clear focus on policy advocacy. It’s one of the @CSocialWorkEd competencies. It’s also in our @nasw Code of Ethics. #MacroSW

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
@karenzgoda @nasw A3: Social workers need to be apart of the policy process! I believe this will address the root causes of racial and ethnic disparities. #MacroSW https://t.co/IEBSweDOio

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
That too! RT @mizzpicklezz @nasw Or social workers can become the legislators #MacroSW 🤘

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
It could be like drug treatment court but with MH interventions #MacroSW

Kea @johnnykilroy1
RT @JoThoHalloran: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: One of the single biggest macro positions that SW could take to end this kind of disparity wou…

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
@OfficialMacroSW Hi, Pat! ❤️#macrosw

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @ShimonDCohen: @mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw You’re absolutely correct. Even in program that are clinical there needs to be a c fo…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A3: Social workers can also research and develop community-based alternatives to incarceration for youth sent to adult courts #C

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @eric_wanzel: Out here jobs that directly effect policy and #MacroSW around this tend to be dominated by MPHs not MSWs… https://t.co/
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nasw Or social workers can become the legislators #MacroSW 🙃

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
(We are a pretty nation-wide group tonight! States represented (that we could discern) AL CA CT FL GA IL MA MD MI MN NJ NY PA - and DC course, home base of @nasw AND @justiceforyouth) #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: A3: Require more social workers be part of defense team of juveniles. Social workers can propose treatment and sentencing opti

Azra Hostetler @AzraHostetler
RT @StephenKoonz: Incarceration increases the risk of recidivism and cuts youth off from important social bonds. It decreases opportunities..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Great idea! Police Social Work: A Unique Area of Practice Arising from Law Enforcement Functions https://t.co/EBMK7CfrR8 #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: It could be like drug treatment court but with MH interventions #MacroSW https://t.co/ulgeOAi5bM

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw Social work as a profession, we need to be more intentional about recruiting, retaining and assistin

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@MarshAlesia @karenzgoda @nasw Historically, SW and (especially juvenile) probation were very intertwined. A more law-and-order focus fr the criminal justice system moved probation away from SW (without a whole lot of fight from the profession). #MacroSW

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer https://t.co/bSvX…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw Social work as a profession, we need to be more intentional about recruiting, retaining and assistin

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw You're absolutely correct. Even in program that are clinical there needs to be a c fo…

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
RT @karenzgoda: Great ideal! Police Social Work: A Unique Area of Practice Arising from Law Enforcement Functions https://t.co/EBMK7CfrF #M…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @karenzgoda: Great idea! Police Social Work: A Unique Area of Practice Arising from Law Enforcement Functions https://t.co/EBMK7CfrF #M…

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @nasw: A3: Require more social workers be part of defense team of juveniles. Social workers can propose treatment and sentencing opti

NASW @nasw
Yes! Visit @nasw PACE to see how the association is working to get more social workers and social work advocates in office! https://t.co/25CYLRzqzB #MacroSW
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: (We are a pretty nation-wide group tonight! States represented (that we could discern) AL CA CT FL GA IL MA MD MI N...

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
October is Youth Justice Action Month. #YJAM was started by a fierce mother advocating and raising awareness about her child who committed suicide in an adult prison. This is why we must #VoteYouthJustice https://t.co/cvrWX1zlQy #MacroSW

JennieLuna @jennylu33782645
A3: A strong and influential advocacy group should begin starting with provoking higher power to look into the jail systems and the courts' syst itself. #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @JoThoHalloran: @MarshAlesia @karenzgoda @nasw Historically, SW and (especially juvenile) probation were very intertwined. A more an...

Sunya Folayan @SunyaFolayan
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw Social work as a profession, we need to be more intentional about recruiting, retaining and assisting...

Mizz_Picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@eric_wanzel I've noticed that and I feel that as a profession we need to boast a little more loudly about our systems and behavior analysis s#MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Just a few minutes left in #MacroSW tonight! https://t.co/XPVm3bYDrv

NASW @nasw
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer https://t.co/bSvX...

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
Thisss!!! #MacroSW

JennieLuna @jennylu33782645
RT @nasw: A3: Contact your local, state and county and city council members and let them know about the importance of keeping all youth, e

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @MillennialSWC: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: Social workers need to be apart of the policy process! I believe this will address the root caus

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A3: Social workers can also research and develop community-based alternatives to incarceration for youth sent to adult courts #C

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
RT @Jeree_Thomas: October is Youth Justice Action Month. #YJAM was started by a fierce mother advocating and raising awareness about ch...

NASW @nasw
RT @Jeree_Thomas: One of our state partners, @NJPCYJI released a report in May "The Solitary Confinement of Youth with Mental Health Disabi...
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
THIS. #MacroSW.

@eric_wanzel Most times people ask me if I work for CPS, I don’t and there’s nothing wrong with social workers who do, but we are so much more than CPS as a profession #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @Stephen64872755: Hello @OfficialMacroSW I am Stephen Richards, Sociology student at SUNY Oneonta and am new to the chat! #macroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer https://t.co/fbSvX...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel I've noticed that and I feel that as a profession we need to boast a little more loudly about our systems an...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A3: Urge lawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth pros...

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @jennylu33782645: A3: A strong and influential advocacy group should begin starting with provoking higher power to look into the jail sy...

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: A3: Require more social workers be part of defense team of juveniles. Social workers can propose treatment and sentencing optic

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @MarshAlesia: A2: Until mid 20s that prefrontal cortex is still developing so that includes young adults #macroSW https://t.co/qkJpbfwp...

Eric Wanzel @eric_wanzel
That comes down to creating more problem solving courts vs punishment #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
One of the main reasons we started #MacroSW 😊

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@nasw Holy cow, yes. And advocate for an independent attorney for everyone under the age of 18 to advocate for best interests in all juvenile justice proceedings. #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/FqG9eEoAJB

NASW @nasw
Yes! And we need to replace police in schools with social workers! Read our statement: https://t.co/XinA8K7R2N #MacroSW

ITTIC @UBittic
Thank you for tonight’s chat! Have a good night! #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @JoThoHalloran: @nasw Holy cow, yes. And advocate for an independent attorney for everyone under the age of 18 to advocate for best

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @Jeree_Thomas: October is Youth Justice Action Month. #YJAM was started by a fierce mother advocating and raising awareness about ch...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@karenzgoda See @DLCAVA #MacroSW

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
Yes, it helps RT @jennylu33782645 A3: A strong and influential advocacy group https://t.co/q22ZoumAo0 #macrosw

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @nasw: A3: Urgelawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth pros...

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
RT @nasw: Yes! And we need to replace police in schools with social workers! Read our statement: https://t.co/XinA8K7R2N #MacroSW https

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel Most times people ask me if I work for CPS, I don’t and there’s nothing wrong with social workers who do, b

NASW @nasw
RT @MillennialSWC: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: Social workers need to be apart of the policy process! I believe this will address the root caus

Lynette Davis @LynnDDavis
Thank you! RT @karenzgoda Tonight’s #MacroSW chat archive and upcoming chat schedule can be found at: https://t.co/OppnLkuhXY

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@karenzgoda You all bring it! #respect #MacroSW

inSocialWork @SWpodcast
RT @UBittic: Thank you for tonight’s chat! Have a good night! #MacroSW

John Halloran @JoThoHalloran
@eric_wanzel I agree. And this should be driven as much by principles as by evidence (and history). #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @MillennialSWC: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: Social workers need to be apart of the policy process! I believe this will address the root caus

Senior discovery @SeniorTypes
RT @UBittic: A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal thoughts

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@karenzgoda I’m definitely glad about it! #MacroSW we’re the bees knees 🍯🫐

Angela S. @s_angelasavage3
RT @nasw: A3: Urge lawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth pros...

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Themes for Q3 Legal reform, advocacy on local - federal levels, Social workers as probation workers, more rehabilitation less jail sentences, limit prosecutors' discretion trying youth as adults, strengthen family supports, address roots of racism= white supremacy, #MacroSW

Brooke Hoffman @BrookeeeLeanne
RT @nasw: Yes! And we need to replace police in schools with social workers! Read our statement: https://t.co/XinA8K7R2N #MacroSW https

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
So much more than CPS. #aging #traumainformed #advocacy #macrosw #socialwork

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @chloeyettru: Solitary confinement isn’t the way to rehabilitate youth, not even close. #MacroSW https://t.co/bvpWzgWgmc

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StephenKoonz: A3: Interact with court system, promote diversion programs, and advocate for solid front door assessment protocols. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: One of our state partners, @NJPCYJI released a report in May "The Solitary Confinement of Youth with Mental Health Disabi…

Stephen Koonz @StephenKoonz
Great chat! Good night all #MacroSW

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @nasw: Yes! And we need to replace police in schools with social workers! Read our statement: https://t.co/XinA8K7R2N #MacroSW https

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LynnDDavis: RT @nasw A3: Contact your local, state and county and city council members … https://t.co/Y9VmSvQukp #macrosw

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @ShimonDCohen: @mizzpicklezz @karenzgoda @nasw You’re absolutely correct. Even in program that are clinical there needs to be a c fo…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A3: Urge lawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth pros…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
Thank you all, and especially our guest hosts @nasw @justiceforyouth, for joining us and your enthusiastic participation! #YOUROCK #MacroSW https://t.co/Thu4MtDAey

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @karenzgoda @nasw Social work as a profession, we need to be more intentional about recruiting, retaining and assisting t…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer https://t.co/bSvX…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q3 Legal reform, advocacy on local - federal levels, Social workers as probation workers, more rehabilitati

LKB @latenlifemommy
RT @nasw: Yes! And we need to replace police in schools with social workers! Read our statement: https://t.co/XinA8K7R2N #MacroSW https://t.co/…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: That path often zig-zags. Find your #MacroSW place in practice and bring your expertise and knowledge! https://t.co/FWULbY8…

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q3 Legal reform, advocacy on local - federal levels, Social workers as probation workers, more rehabilitati…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A3: Require more social workers be part of defense team of juveniles. Social workers can propose treatment and sentencing opti…

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
This was awesome #MacroSW family! We will be back next week for sure!

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @eric_wanzel: Out here jobs that directly effect policy and #MacroSW around this tend to be dominated by MPHs not MSWs... https://t.co/…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: A3: Social workers can also research and develop community-based alternatives to incarceration for youth sent to adult courts #C…

Lindsay Natzel, BSW @L_Natzel
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q3 Legal reform, advocacy on local - federal levels, Social workers as probation workers, more rehabilitati…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
@mizzpicklezz #MacroSW https://t.co/c4qrtgXNph

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: It could be like drug treatment court but with MH interventions #MacroSW https://t.co/ulgeOAl5bM

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda You all bring it! #respect #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @MarshAlesia @karenzgoda @nasw Historically, SW and (especially juvenile) probation were very intertwined. A more an…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Yes! Visit @nasw PACE to see how the association is working to get more social workers and social work advocates in office! https…

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: October is Youth Justice Action Month. #YJAM was started by a fierce mother advocating and raising awareness about ch…

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @JoThoHalloran: @nasw Holy cow, yes. And advocate for an independent attorney for everyone under the age of 18 to advocate for best

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @mizzpicklezz: @eric_wanzel Most times people ask me if I work for CPS, I don't and there's nothing wrong with social workers who do, b…
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @UBittic: Thank you for tonight’s chat! Have a good night! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @eric_wanzel I agree. And this should be driven as much by principles as by evidence (and history). #MacroSW

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
Totally and support community youth organizers!!! Check out @PowerU305 and my @DoinTheWorkPod interview with youth organizer Keno 
https://t.co/ZCdFRyzGFz #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @eric_wanzel: That comes down to creating more problem solving courts vs punishment #MacroSW https://t.co/BoamgSN6sh

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: One of the main reasons we started #MacroSW 😊 https://t.co/Wx4Vwq4pLJ

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @StephenKoonz: Great chat! Good night all #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @JoThoHalloran: @nasw Holy cow, yes. And advocate for an independent attorney for everyone under the age of 18 to advocate for best

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Yes! And we need to replace police in schools with social workers! Read our statement: https://t.co/XinA8K7R2N #MacroSW https

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @UBittic: Thank you for tonight’s chat! Have a good night! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @LynnDDavis: Yes, it helps RT @jennylu33782645 A3: A strong and influential advocacy group https://t.co/q22ZoumAo0 #macrosw

NASW @nasw
Thanks so much for having us and @justiceforyouth to talk about our report Color of Youth Transfer. This was a great conversation and we will you updated on this important issue. Good night! https://t.co/asVRXt3Lb1 #MacroSW #ColorofYouthTransferacroSW https://t.co/biYYuRLLC

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
@mizzpicklezz @eric_wanzel I do feel like we need to better educate the public on ALL that we can do and actually do. Media portrayals are the same and so narrowly focused. #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @StephenKoonz: Great chat! Good night all #MacroSW

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @StephenKoonz: Great chat! Good night all #MacroSW

NASW @nasw
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you all, and especially our guest hosts @nasw @justiceforyouth, for joining us and your enthusiastic participation! #.

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you all, and especially our guest hosts @nasw @justiceforyouth, for joining us and your enthusiastic participation! #.
Kiva A. Fisher-Green @MsKiva1971
RT @nasw: A3: Require more social workers be part of defense team of juveniles. Social workers can propose treatment and sentencing opti

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda You all bring it! #respect #MacroSW

Kiva A. Fisher-Green @MsKiva1971
RT @nasw: A3: Urge lawmakers to pass legislation that would require a look at the racial impact of bills that increase number of youth pros...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q3 Legal reform, advocacy on local - federal levels, Social workers as probation workers, more rehabilitati...

Shimon Cohen @ShimonDCohen
@karenzgoda @nasw @justiceforyouth Thank you all so much for everything you do! #realwork #MacroSW

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@nancy_kusmaul We have such a dynamic skill set people need to know about us #MacroSW ❤️ https://t.co/mMWAFuqX1l

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
Many thanks to Mel Wilson of and Jeree Thomas of - The Color of Juvenile Transfer is so important with good policy recommendations. As the motto of Justice for Youth says, let's "Motivate. Advocate. Activate. !! "#MacroSW https://t.co/wRdIKLCjzM

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: @karenzgoda @nasw @justiceforyouth Thank you all so much for everything you do! #realwork #MacroSW

Christina Marsh LMSW @MarshAlesia
RT @karenzgoda: Thank you all, and especially our guest hosts @nasw @justiceforyouth, for joining us and your enthusiastic participation! #

Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nancy_kusmaul We have such a dynamic skill set people need to know about us #MacroSW ❤️ https://t.co/mMWAFuqX

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
thanks to Mel Wilson of @NASW and Jeree Thomas of @JusticeforYouth! #MacroSW

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @ShimonDCohen: Totally and support community youth organizers!!! Check out @PowerU305 and my @DoinTheWorkPod interview with organi...

@mizz_picklezz @mizzpicklezz
@MarshAlesia @eric_wanzel I get so upset at the terrible portrayals of social workers and therapists on TV 😞...can we start a media group so Hollywood can stop representing us so badly lol #MacroSW 😃!!!

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @nasw: Thanks so much for having us and @justiceforyouth to talk about our report Color of Youth Transfer. This was a great conversatio

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nancy_kusmaul We have such a dynamic skill set people need to know about us #MacroSW ❤️ https://t.co/mMWAFuqX
Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Many thanks to Mel Wilson of and Jeree Thomas of - The Color of Juvenile Transfer is so important with good policy..

Karen Zgoda @karenzgoda
RT @OfficialMacroSW: thanks to Mel Wilson of @NASW and Jeree Thomas of @JusticeforYouth! #MacroSW https://t.co/VpJg5Vz4rD

@mizz_picklez @mizzpicklezz
@OfficialMacroSW @nasw @justiceforyouth Thank you and good night 🎊 #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @ShimonDCohen: Totally and support community youth organizers!!! Check out @PowerU305 and my @DoinTheWorkPod interview with organi…

Jeree Thomas @Jeree_Thomas
Thanks for the great discussion! #MacroSW

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @Jeree_Thomas: Thanks for the great discussion! #MacroSW https://t.co/MrAbc0EOiA

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW
RT @nasw: Thanks so much for having us and @justiceforyouth to talk about our report Color of Youth Transfer. This was a great conversatio

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel
#MacroSW A3. Advocating, educating and being on top of policies. I think is important as Social Worker that we work with the different system within the juvenile detentions, probations, police officers and most important the community

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @karenzgoda: One of the main reasons we started #MacroSW 😊 https://t.co/Wx4Vwq4pLJ

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @OfficialMacroSW: Themes for Q3 Legal reform, advocacy on local - federal levels, Social workers as probation workers, more rehabilitat

UB-Social Work @UBSSW
Next week's #MacroSW chat is on #Medicare Open Enrollment- some basics, some policy changes and how to help clients navigate the maze @UBSSW professor Louanne Bakk @BakkLouanne https://t.co/BajKIfjjcv

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @nancy_kusmaul: So much more than CPS. #aging #traumainformed #advocacy #macrosw #socialwork https://t.co/GyeqvExHlf

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC
RT @WrightEriel: #MacroSW A3. Advocating, educating and being on top of policies. I think is important as Social Worker that we work with…

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @mizzpicklezz: @nancy_kusmaul We have such a dynamic skill set people need to know about us #MacroSW 💖 https://t.co/mMWAFuqX1l

Abby @socialworknerd_
RT @UBSSW: Next week's #MacroSW chat is on #Medicare Open Enrollment- some basics, some policy changes and how to help clients na the…
Dr. Nancy Kusmaul @nancy_kusmaul

#macrosw #aging #policy

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel

RT @mizzpicklezz: @nancy_kusmaul We have such a dynamic skill set people need to know about us #MacroSW 💚 https://t.co/mMWAFuqX...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel

RT @ShimonDCohen: Totally and support community youth organizers!!! Check out @PowerU305 and my @DoinTheWorkPod interview with organi...

noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello

RT @MillennialSWC: @karenzgoda @nasw A3: Social workers need to be apart of the policy process! I believe this will address the root caus

noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello

RT @nasw: Yes! And we need to replace police in schools with social workers! Read our statement: https://t.co/XinA8K7R2N #MacroSW https

The Millennial Social Work Conference @MillennialSWC

Can't wait!! #MacroSW

Susan Hickey, LCSW 📖 @SusanZuzka48

RT @nasw: The practice of putting Black youth in adult courts and jails has an insidious, devastating impact on Black youth and the nation’...

noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello

RT @Jeree_Thomas: Yes! @justiceforyouth is encourage everyone to #VoteYouthJustice in November! #MacroSW #ColorofTransfer https://t.co/bSvX...

Eriel Wright @WrightEriel

Good night! Thank you #MacroSW

Shannon W @UniqueBrownGirl

RT @UBittic: A2: Survey from New Orleans-39% reported that they had witnessed domestic violence, 20% reported PTSD & suicidal thoughts

noreen lassandrello @NLassandrello

RT @nasw: A3: Require more social workers be part of defense team of juveniles. Social workers can propose treatment and sentencing opti

#MacroSW Moderator @OfficialMacroSW

RT @UBSSW: Next week's #MacroSW chat is on #Medicare Open Enrollment- some basics, some policy changes and how to help clients na the...
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